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This article presents the development of a multi-agent system in charge of self-manag-
ing a delivery system. The article focuses on the delivery management system and not 
on the movement systems of the different used vehicles.

This system consists of different types of vehicles, each with different characteris-
tics, and there may be several instances of each type of vehicle. There will be three op-
erating agents (Drone Operator, Car Operator and Amphibious Operator), an agent 
that will be responsible for creating random tasks (used only in simulations) and an-
other one that is responsible for distributing these tasks to the operators taking into 
account the algorithm. This algorithm follows the bases of backtracking and its main 
function is to assign a task to a vehicle taking into account the distance, the consump-
tion, the limitations of weight and distances, etc. The whole system has been developed 
in JADE on java. The described software performs a complete simulation with a con-
sole in which it is indicated relevant information such as the tasks that are created, the 
type of vehicle and the instance of that type of vehicle that resolve the delivery, among 
others. The purpose of this system is to minimize costs and times.

1. Introduction
Focusing on how the distribution of packages is currently established, we propose a solution that will allow an 
improvement so that everything can be done automatically through a multi-agent system. Human intervention 
won’t be necessary in the vehicles’ handling, thus giving greater security and guarantee to the distribution in 
large companies, allowing to save great costs, both economical and temporary.

An agent is an encapsulated computer system, located in some environment, within which acts in an autono-
mous and flexible way to meet its objectives (Wooldridge y Jennings, 1995). A multi-agent system is one which 
is designed and implemented thinking that it will be composed of several agents who will interact with each 
other, so that they achieve together the desired functionality (Busman et al., 1993). In this case we must make a 
greater effort of abstraction, identify mechanisms of learning, coordination, negotiation, etc.
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The basis of our project has been the scientific article (Briones et al., 2018). We believe that our work im-
proves the previous one since it adapts better to the real world and the problems related with orders distribution. 
Our objective is that the vehicles controlled by agents be able to face environmental adversities in an efficient 
and autonomous way. We have developed this project on JADE with an architecture based on agents, through 
the intervention of different agents which manage these vehicles and the delivery of the packages assigned to 
tasks controlled by other agents. Each action will focus on the self-organization of these agents to achieve the 
most optimal solution in each distribution. After presenting a revision of the state of the art, the MAS architec-
ture is presented and evaluated. Finally conclusions are outlined.

2. State of the arts
This paper presents a MAS, developed for the management of the distribution of materials, packages, orders… 
We believe that it can suppose a great progress, since it will allow companies to be more efficient. It will mean 
an improvement in shipping time, as well as various economic benefits (gasoline, increased revenue..). The soft-
ware made will allow you to choose the most suitable vehicle for each shipment taking into account the route to 
be made, the distance, the available vehicles... Another aspect to keep in mind is that we have used efficient al-
gorithms to fulfil our purpose. It should also be noted that it is a scalable and generic system so it can be applied 
in many areas. Although we relied on the article Briones (Briones et al., 2018), which propose a multi-agent 
system with a drone agent who manage car agents to take a package of a maze and put them outside, we thought 
that in the real world it wouldn’t be necessary or functional, because of that we proposed a multi-agent system 
with agents that can cross rivers or fly to delivery packages. However, in our project are need more resources, 
which involve a bigger cost.

In multi-agent systems, due to their complexity, a series of requirements must be followed to ensure that 
those systems achieve the established objectives. Because an agent could not perform only the tasks that are 
proposed, given their difficulty, they must be divided into simple sub-tasks which are assigned to an agent 
(Turner et al., 2013), (Demopoulos et al., 2006), (Roman et al., 2016). In this paper, this division of tasks has 
been implemented, which has allowed to save computing costs and time.

The proposed approach in this paper is to work with a centralized system (Peng et al., 2013), unlike (Muñoz 
et al., 2005), which implies having a leader who coordinates and assigns the tasks to the agents. In our case, the 
organizer agent is the one that works as a leader, which assigns the tasks to the different vehicle agents through 
messages sending. We believe that using a leader agent in multi-agent systems allows having a better control of 
this, since it avoids possible conflicts that may arise in the tasks assignment.

3. Proposal
A Multi Agent bases System has been constructed using JAVA.
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Figure 1: Class Diagram: It is showed the classes relations with the agents and most important methods and 
attributes.

The Model includes a fleet of 3 vehicles (drone, car, amphibious) with different characteristics which are the 
ones used to decide the most suitable vehicle:

1. Drone
a. Carries a weight of 1kg
b. Travel a distance of 3km
c. Consume 1 unit per km
d. Cannot face strong winds

2. Car
a. Carries a weight of 3kg
b. Travel a distance of 5km
c. Consume 3 units per km
d. Cannot cross rivers

3. Amphibian
a. Carries a weight of 7kg
b. Walk an unlimited distance
c. Consumes 10 units per km
d. Can go through all kinds of conditions

The environment used consists of a matrix where there will be different conditions (strong winds, rivers 
or ground) in each square of the matrix. Each matrix number is a condition; 1 means ground, 2 means river, 3 
means wind and 5 means river and wind.
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For the resolution of the problem there are 5 types of agents: 

1. Drone Operator: is in charge of controlling the drone vehicle. 
2. Car Operator: is responsible for controlling the car vehicle. 
3. Amphibious operator: is responsible for controlling the amphibious vehicle. 
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mean wind and purple wind and water.

For the resolution of the problem there are 5 types of agents:

1. Drone Operator: is in charge of controlling the drone vehicle.
2. Car Operator: is responsible for controlling the car vehicle.
3. Amphibious operator: is responsible for controlling the amphibious vehicle.
4. Creator: creates tasks automatically, giving a route and a weight of the package for each distribution.
5. Organizer: organizes the different tasks to assign them to the most optimal vehicle.

The execution is based on the following steps:

1. The ‘creator’ agent creates a task, which consist in give 2 matrix coordinates, 1 of the actual position (x1 
and y1) and 1 of the destination (x2 and y2). For the message sending will be used the method ParallelBe-
haviourMensaje which sends through OneShotBehaviourEnviar. This agent is simple reflexive type thus 
it generates and sends tasks.

2. The ‘creator’ agent sends a message about the task to be accomplished to the ‘organizer’ agent.
3. The ‘organizer’ agent, through the matrix in which details the different environmental obstacles, calcu-

lates the shortest path for each ‘vehicle’ agent (in the case they can perform it) through a backtracking 
algorithm and then it selects the shortest of the 3.

4. The ‘organizer’ agent send a message to the ‘vehicle’ agent, ‘amphibious’, ‘car’ or ‘drone’, to make the 
task. If the ‘vehicle’ agent is occupied, the task is sent to other agent. If every agent is occupied, the task 
will wait until one agent be free. It will apply OneShotBehaviouEnviarOrg indicating to the pertinent 
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vehicle the performance of a task. This agent is based on goals since it needs information to decide which 
vehicle choose.

5. The ‘vehicle’ agent accomplish the task using the method ParallelBehaviourMensajeOrg.

They are simple reflexive agents due to they use condition-action rules to establish the connection between 
the receives tasks and their implementation.
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Figure 4: Communication between the agents. Shows the communication between creator and organizer agents and the vehicle 
agent. 

 
 
The messages the agents send to each other to communicate are (according to our code in JADE): 
Creator to organizer: an object of type CaracteristicasPaquete is sent, which has an associated starting 

point, end point and package weight. 
Organizer to drone, car or amphibious: an object of type Object which is actually a list of points where 

the vehicle should go. This assignment is made in setContentObject ((Serializable) objEnv) where objEnv 
is the named list. 

 

Figure 4: Communication between the agents. It can be seen the communication  
between creator and organizer agents. and then to vehicle agent.

The messages sent by the agents to communicate are (according to our code in JADE):
Creator to organizer: an object of type CaracteristicasPaquete is sent, which has an associated starting 

point, end point and package weight.
Organizer to drone, car or amphibious: an object of type Object which is actually a list of points where the 

vehicle should go. This assignment is made in setContentObject ((Serializable) objEnv) where objEnv is the 
named list.

4. Results and Conclusions
The evaluation and validation of the model for this study will be done through the Java IDE Eclipse, developed 
by the Eclipse Foundation. So as to evaluate the proposed architecture, a series of experiments were conducted 
with the purpose of simulating the behavior of the different vehicles controlled by the agents in the performance 
of their tasks. The obtained results have made it possible to evaluate if the system was able to perform the 
tasks without any problem. Such distribution was carried out in the most efficient way possible, as well as the 
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distribution of the packages. Given the environmental limitations of the drone and car agents, the amphibious 
agent was usually the most used, although if it was busy, the others performed the task without any problem.
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Figure 5: Organizer agent. Illustrates which vehicle performs the task assigned by the organizer agent or if they are all occupied. 
 
 
  
 
 

Figure 5: Organizer agent. It shows which vehicle performs the task given  
by the organizer agent or if they are all occupied.
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Figure 6: Amphibious agent. Shows the point sequence that it follows to perform the task. 
 

 
Our proposal is specifically focused on the field of automotive organization for large companies or or-

ganizations that need this service in order to become more efficient. The use of the system can have a very 
positive effect as the algorithm used to assign the vehicles changes from a 'backtracking' mode and adapts 
to the needs of the company that it is being used by, either to send packages (such as Amazon) or to organize 
vehicles in other areas (such as hospitals, police, firemen ...). This algorithm not only reduces delivery time 
but also,  reduces costs, allowing the company to improve its income, since we also focus on the consump-
tion of vehicles in certain tasks based on the needs of the company. 
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Figure 6: Amphibious agent. It is showed the point sequence that it should follow to perform the task.

Our proposal is especially focused on the field of automotive organization for large companies or organiza-
tions that need this service in order to be more efficient, which can be positively affected as the algorithm used 
to assign the vehicles stops being based on ‘backtracking’ and adapts to the needs of the company that uses it, 
either to send packages (such as Amazon) or to organize vehicles in other areas (such as hospitals, police, fire-
men ..). Apart from the improvement of the algorithm in reduction of time, several benefits are experienced such 
as the reduction of costs making the company improve their income, since we also focus on the consumption of 
vehicles in certain tasks based on the needs of the company.
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